
Klik-Klar – foldable bench 
 
An art gallery that occasionally held musical concerts inspired Morten Thing and Jan Egeberg to 
design a bench that can be easily taken out to seat both large and small groups of visitors – and can 
easily be put away again. This idea has now become reality with the introduction of the practical 
and aesthetically appealing Klik-Klak, part of Fredericia Furniture's new collection. The bench was 
named after the sound it makes when the legs are folded up under the seat, 'klik’ 'klak’ in Danish. 
Although the bench has been designed for public meeting places, it is also an ideal solution for 
private homes for those moments when there is a need to seat large groups of guests. 
”Many people live in small apartments, and here it can offer extra seats to guests, especially 
when the benches can later be put away,” says Jan Egeberg, the designer of the bench. 
The bench easily fits behind a door, and eight benches can be put together on a trolley for minimal 
storage requirements. While the bench is easy to fold together and does not require much space, 
when unfolded, it is stable and comfortable to sit on. It has an anonymous, simple design that melts 
into almost any kind of interior. 
”One of its architectural strengths is its simplicity, and it is surprising how many people it can 
seat. This is quite a masterpiece,” says Jan Egeberg. 
 
Product:  Klik-Klak 
Description:  Three-person foldable bench 
Designer:  Egeberg + Thing, Denmark 
Producer:  Fredericia Furniture 
Design:  The bench seat is made in form-tensioned veneer, and the rounded edges of the seat 

offers comfortable seating. Chromium legs. A unique spring-loaded system allows 
easy folding of the legs, and in the folded position, the bench hardly takes any space. 
Available together with a smart trailer that holds eight benches. Four trolleys, each 
with eight benches, allow 96 persons to be seated. 

Variants:  Seat: Form-tensioned veneer from oak, walnut, black or white laminate 
Dimensions:  Height: 43.3 cm 
 Length: 120 cm 
 Width: 40.3 cm 
 
For more details, please visit www.fredericia.com 
For additional information, please contact: Ole Bjerg at tel. +45 7592 3344 or ob@fredericia.com 
 


